
You probably have a notebook—as most designers
do—where you reeord your creative ideas. It may
contain sketches for that brilliant self-promotion piece
you've been meaning to create, ideas for your friend's
wedding invitation—that you haven't quite gotten
around to just yet. Imagined logos for future projects.
And ideas for that T-shirt design that's going to sell like
gangbusters.

You're in good company if your notebook is brim-
ming with ideas that have never seen the light of day.
For most designers, coming up with creative ideas isn't
[he problem. Rather, the problem is that the skills
that come with a creative mind are often at odds with
productivity (see "Uproot Your Obstacles to Creativity"
on page 60 for examples). And that's where Behance
comes in. Behance is a company whose mission is to
empower creative professionals to make their ideas
happen through what it calls "Productive Creativity."

"All too often, great ideas never materialize due
to lack of productivity, inefficient networks and poor
accountability," says Scott Belsky, one of Behancc's

5 founders. The founders spent more than six months
interviewing hundreds of successful creative individu-
als, asking them how they made their ideas happen,

Their collective wisdom provided the foundation
for the company, which offers products and services

| for the creative industry: The Behance Think Tank
is responsible for research and development. Action

Method Products are offered as effective, well-
designed tools for boosting productivity. The Behance
Network is a free and open platform that creative
professionals can use to post their latest work, manage
their portfolios and build contacts. And the Creative
Index is a global directory of portfolios and websites
that belong to creative professionals.

Dig INTO THE "ACTION METHOD"
At the heart of Behance's methodology is a concept
called the "Action Method." It involves three steps:

1. Capture Action Steps, Relentlessly
During a brainslorming session, team meeting or
on the run, ideas arrive in a Hurry of other activ-
ity and can be lost unless they're captured and
transformed into action steps. Action steps point
to tasks to be completed. Each action step should
start with a verb (ie: follow up with x, review y,
meet with z).

2. Tend to Your Backburner
Keep a "baekburner" to catch ideas that might
someday require action, or just to clear your mind
of the little and non-urgent things. Preserve your
creative energy, and focus on other action steps.

3. File Reference Items, Sparingly
Keep only the notes, articles and sketches that
you need. Avoid clutter.
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Although the Action Method consists of just three
steps, it represents a significant sh i f t in process for
many creatives. With the Action Method as a founda-
tion, we asked the Behance team to recommend more
tips for implementing "Productive Creativity" into your
daily practice. Here are eight ways to put your creative
genius into action.

1. PREP THE ENVIRONMENT
Some tasks are destined to l inger in limbo. Mailing
invoices. Shipping packages. Make sure these banal—
but essential—tasks get done by designating a spot on
your desk or in your office as an "Action Area."

''At Behance, we used blue painter's tape to isolate
a portion of a counter and a corner of the floor as ;i
space reserved for items that require action," Belsky
says. "The concept being that when you walk by, every-
thing you see requires action. This is where letters to
be mailed, packages to be sent and even snacks to be
eaten would go/'

Implementing Action Areas moves action steps
from a conceptual line item on a to-do list to a physical
space, which is harder to ignore. "Before we launched
the Action Areas, packages and letters would sit on
various desks and tables around the office," Belsky
says. "With Action Areas, tasks that require action are
getting more attention than ever before."

2. SOW THE SEEDS FOR PRODUCTIVITY
You have a finite amount of energy with which to juggle
m u l t i p l e projects and fuel endless creative ideas. Is it
any wonder that projects slip through the cracks? Lack
of focus combined with limited time and energy can
sabotage your productivity. Prioriti/e projects to best
channel your creative energy.

Belsky advocates creating what he calls an Energy
Line, which is simply a horizontal line that starts with
"idle" and goes up to "extreme" on a cork or dry-erase
board. Write the names of all your projects on small
cards and plot them along the line based on priority.

"The Energy Line is a simple mechanism to graphi-
cally display energy allocation," Belsky says. "Custom-
ize the system with words, colors and design that
works for you and your Learn. Remember that beauty
breeds loyalty when it comes to organization systems.
At best, this device keeps you focused and serves as a
constant reminder of how energy should be spent. At
its worst, the Energy Line makes for great office art."

3. LET ACTIONS GROW FROM MEETINGS
Meetings may generate the greatest ideas and
solutions, but they can also represent the biggest
time suck in your schedule. "Ideally, meetings lead
to realizations that result in action steps assigned
to individuals with deadlines. Realistically," Bel-
sky admits, "most meetings are fruitless. ' To make
your meetings improve immediately and become
more useful, he advises that creatives adopt a new
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5. CULTIVATE DESPITE CONDITIONS
Despite what you may have heard (or experienced
first-hand), creativity and bureaucracy aren't mutually
exclusive- Even in bureaucratic environments, there's
plenty of room for creativity to flourish. The secret
is to hone your communication skills to make sure
you've assembled the team necessary to see the idea
through to the finish. "To make ideas happen, creative
professionals must work in a system that values a bias-
toward-action and collaboration without boundaries,'
Belsky says.

It just takes one person in the right position to
quash an idea. Belsky advocates assembling everyone
needed to make the idea happen from the get-go
(be this metaphorically or physically). 'If the plan
for implementation involves designers, programmers,
accountants and lawyers, then they should have repre-
sentation at the brainstorm meeting," Belsky says.

6. WEED OUT TASKS
A common refrain of the creative professional is, "If
its urgent, I'm on it." And while it's valuable to be an
effective problem-solver, excess attention to what may
be wrongly perceived as "urgent" problems can jeopar-
dize important long-term projects.

"Can we really let everything that is merely 'impor-
tant ' suffer at the mercy of urgent tasks?" Belsky asks.
"Especially for those of us who have families or pas-
sions of the utmost importance—how can we protect
them? If you let urgent matters consume your time,
you'll never make progress on anything important.'

It comes back to creating a clear list of priorities.
"Some people narrow their list of important items to
just five things," Belsky says. "Family is often one of
the five, along with a few other specific projects or
passions that require everyday attention.'

It's essential to be specific about what does make
the list—and ruthless about what docsnt. "When
urgent matters come up, the 'important' stuff that
didn't make the list should be dropped. You'll be sur-
prised to see how much energy is spent on off-list
items," Belsky says.

Another element of sticking to the important things
is to learn to compartmentalize urgent matters as they
arise. "As fearsome humans, we tend to dwell on prob-
lems and conflicts," Belsky says. "Dwelling on them
takes time and distracts us from resolving the urgent
items and from returning to the important stuff." Dont
hoard urgent items—challenge yourself to delegate
urgent matters to others.

And take advantage of what Belsky calls "windows
of non-stimulation." "Late nights and early mornings
are precious opportunities to make progress on impor-
tant items with little risk of urgent matters popping
up," he says.

7. SHARE IDEAS LIBERALLY
Your inst inct may be to keep ideas to yourself for
fear that others will steal them. But youve got more

to gain by sharing your ideas than you have to lose.
For one thing, sharing ideas makes you accountable.
"Many productive creative professionals and entrepre-
neurs claim that they became more committed to their
ideas after telling people about them.' Belsky explains.
"Great ideas are plentiful , and very few people have
the discipline and resources to make them happen.'

This is also an opportunity to refine your ideas
through criticism. "Great ideas don't develop in isola-
tion," Belsky says. "You can become drunk on your own
Kool-Aid without candid feedback from others, A crit i-
cal component of pushing ideas forward is gathering
feedback to refine the idea."

Last, engage a few partners to see the idea through.
"Ihe more people you work with, the more pressure
you'll feel to provide further updates—and to have
some progress to report," Belsky says.

8. ROOT YOURSELF IN PROQRESS
There's no better way to conclude this list of tips than
with one that validates a job well done. Belsky encour-
ages you to surround yourself wi th the artifacts of your
progress, "The inspiration to brainstorm comes easily,
but the inspiration to take action is rare, Belsky says.
"Why not decorate your workspace with completed
action steps? While we tend to surround ourselves
with art and imagery that serves to inspire us in our
work, is it more inspiration that we need? Most cre-
ative professionals report that they aren't short of ideas
but rather the discipline and organization to make
them happen. For this reason, consider surrounding
yourself with testaments to taking action."

So don't throw away those completed to-do lists.
Tack them up as evidence of your hard work and
productivity. After all, you did just see some of your
creative ideas through to fruition.
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